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1. Smart Factories aim towards TOUCHLESS systems
AI, chatbots, and intelligent business dashboards are enabling self-service analytics. By automating the entire plant data
collection process and removing human intervention in iterative tasks, factories are becoming become nearly touchless. As a
result, human efforts are redirected towards more value-generating activities such as product design/conceptualization and
customer management.

2. Smart Factories are TRANSPARENT, built on a single
source of truth
In the Industry 4.0 context, MES platforms take on a new dimension, leveraging the
cloud to connect and control the various operating systems across the enterprise. This
upgrade ensures that information flows are centralized (regardless of the scale of the
manufacturing ecosystem), leading to a single source of truth, with minimal risk of errors
or duplication. MES platforms must be coupled with analytics dashboards that drive
transparency for key stakeholders. Manufacturing stakeholders can view critical data and
insights as per their business persona, irrespective of warehouse location, or the
geography of operation.

3. Smart Factories are driven by
data collected from a variety of
CONNECTED touchpoints
Data Management is another critical parameter for any
Smart Factory component. By being connected to a network,
any device or machine can collect and relay data. They can
even be embedded with Edge Analytics capabilities so that
the data processing can take place on-site without having to
plug into the cloud or any other storage system. That said, if
there’s a limited linkage between these devices, Industry 4.0
will perish. In any connected ecosystem of data-intensive
machines and devices, 5G connectivity is beneficial. The high
speeds and low latency offered by 5G is foundational to
scaling up on the smart factory pilot projects.
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4. Smart Factories enable actions in REAL-TIME
and not just react to past events

5. Smart Factories are easily SCALABLE,
without retrenching existing infrastructure

Smart manufacturing systems help enterprises monitor the factory floor in
real-time, aided by notifications delivered to a stakeholder’s mobile
device. Automated alerts on operational events such as order arrival,
inventory shortage, etc., as well as updates on when specific KPI
thresholds are crossed, are pivotal for manufacturers looking to go beyond
a reactive approach to operations management.

The transformation would become unsustainable if not supported by
easy scalability. An enterprise-specific solution deployment model
(on-premise, public, hybrid, or multi-cloud) speeds up new
technology implementation and time-to-market. Therefore, Smart
Factories showcase increased flexibility, where central, regional, or
decentralized deployments fit into the enterprise framework without
causing fragmentation.
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SCALABLE
IT/OT convergence
for a decentralized
and flexible factory

REAL-TIME
Smarter
operations for
proactive
responses

TOUCHLESS
Intelligent
automation for
value creation
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TRANSPARENT
Single source of truth
for an efficient
ecosystem

CONNECTED
Effective data
management for
connected stakeholders
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Supplier
collaboration
Procurement
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AI/ML

Blockchain

IoT

Automation

Compliance risk
analysis for
supplier
on-boarding

Self-verification
and onboarding
of eligible
suppliers through
smart contracts

Notifications and
prompts to
manufacturers on
vendor
performance,
regulatory and
contract failures

Slice and dice
analysis of
supplier spend
information with
respect to
geography, part
category and
supplier type

Immunization of
critical supplier
credentials/quali
fications from
forgery

New vendor
identification and
automated post
approval
proposals

Intelligent
automation led
supplier selection
for efficient
onboarding

Legal fee
reduction and
improved deal
cycles though ML
optimization

Smart contract
management for
effective supplier
onboarding

Leveraging IoT
data for faster
contracts creation
and just in time
contract
termination
notification to
vendors

Automation of
contract
assessment for
identification of
deviations from
standard
practices

Determining
Purchase price
variance for
assisted
negotiations

Constant
updation of
suppliers in the
procurement
system though
digital ledgers

Supplier
involvement in
predictive
decision makings
in procurement
for optimizing
schedules

Automation of
supplier EDI
configuration
based on
prescribed email
communication
from
e-Commerce to
plants

Real time
performance
outputs of
procurement
through data
visualization and
effectiveness
scorecards

Calculation of
accurate volume
discounts based
on onboarded
suppliers in the
blockchain
ecosystem

Enhanced
analysis of
vendor's stock
usage by OEMs
by having
improved spend
patterns study

Cash flow
improvement and
increase in
working capital
through
predictive
spending model

Reducing procure
to pay gaps for
executing
supplier
payments

Improved cash
flow
management
by elimination of
human error

End to end
automation of AP
leading to
reduced cycle
times and error
minimization

ERP based apps
to speed up the
supplier invoice
processing

Automation of
receipt processing through
Machine learning

Tokenization of
assets to
integrate
payment
approvals with
delivery

Stock monitoring
delivered by
vendors for
optimal stock
levels with the
manufacturers

Automation of
supplier EDI
configuration
based on
prescribed email
communication
from e-Commerce to plants

ERP based apps
to perform
inventory,
receiving, and
shipping
transactions

Chatbots to
facilitate and
communicate
product returns

Asset tracking to
facilitate product
returns and
refunds

IoT enabled
quality and stock
checks for
managing supply
returns

Rule-based RPA
system to filter
out sub optimal
quality spare
parts for returns

Immersive
Tech
Usage of
Immersive tech
for originalequipment
demos and trials

Mobility

Usage of mobile
applications to
assess supplier
performance in
areas of
sustainability,
CSR and
sanctions info

Usage of AR to
diagnostics of
equipment issues
and fixing them
in collaboration
with suppliers

AR based
communication
environments
between
manufacturer and
supplier for
improved
collaboration

Analysis of
products/
services through
an AR/VR based
digital catalogue
for product
selection/
sourcing

Usage of AR with
blockchain to
manage returns
in case of
counterfeit
product supply
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Smart logistics

Supply and
Demand planning

AI/ML
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Blockchain

IoT

Automation

Immersive
Tech

Automation of
demand plan
refinement to
maintain the right
inventory levels

Usage of
immersive tech
by shop floor
engineers to
connect with their
suppliers for
enhancing supply
chain planning
activities

Mobility

Machine learning
techniques to
predict market
demand

Cryptographic
tagging to
prevent
counterfeit and
pirated goods

IoT and Big Data
driving demand
sensing with
point of sales
data leading to
minimum
forecast errors
and better ROIs

Anticipation of
back
orders/phantom
demand through
predictive
modelling to
improve CSAT
scores

Reduction of
constraint and
increasing
transparency in
the planning
process by
reducing
intermediary in
supply chain

Real-time
inventory status
leads to an
accurate order
schedule and
better
consumption
planning

Inventory floorspace
optimization
using machine
learning models.

Asset tracking to
improve
inventory
visibility across
supply chain

Leveraging IoT
data for inventory
optimizations for
having optimal
inventory on
hand and
improved fill
rates

Safety stock
calculation
automation to
square off
demand
variability/Back
order automation

Smart
glasses-based
warehouse
picking for error
free inventory
management

Usage of app to
perform
inventory
transactions by
accessing master
data from ERP
systems

IOT usage for
automatic
navigation,
optimization,
product accuracy
and fork lift truck
usage and health
monitoring

Generation of
service reminders
on warehouse
equipment using
Automation

Smart
glasses-based
warehouse
picking for
efficient
workforce

Usage of Mobile
WMS for
prioritizing
replenishment,
stocking,
transferring

Autonomous
robots for
warehouse
operations

Classification
algorithms to
detect fraudulent
orders

Establishing
transparency in
the order delivery
process through
asset tagging

Work order
management
process
automation for
revenue growth

Predictive
models to
improve order
fulfillment and
prevent delays

Tracking assets
that are in transit
to ensure end to
end real-time
visibility across
distribution
channel

Smart packaging
solutions for
product
authentication,
tracking logs, and
product reorder
automation

Cognitive
automation to
perform
rule-based tasks

Automatic digital
invoicing and
payments upon
proof of delivery

Truck
surveillance and
monitoring
Assets and
delivery track and
trace

Manufacturer
Freight
Forwarder
collaboration

Application to
import, manage
& ship orders
from multiple
selling channels

AR based
packaging for
improved
customer
engagement

Usage of GPS
applications for
monitoring
vehicle and asset
movement

Usage of AR
based devices for
optimized cargo
loading leading
to a accelerated
freight loading
process

Usage of ELD
apps for tracking
hours of service
for transporters
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Quality
Control

Manufacturing
Operations and
Maintenance

AI/ML

Machine learning
model to improve
accuracy on lead
time

Usage of smart
contacts for
scheduling
maintenance and
ordering spare
parts in-line with
service level
agreements
(SLAs)

Predictive
maintenance for
fault detection
improving OEE

Minimizing
product recalls
though computer
vision technology

Anomaly
detection in the
emission process
to prevent
hazards
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Blockchain

Usage of
blockchain as
Immutable,
shared record to
store all
necessary quality
checks before
dispatch

IoT

Automation

Immersive
Tech

Mobility

Production flow
monitoring and
condition-based
alerts

Supply chain
planning production
planning
alignment

Improved
workforce
decision making
on the assembly
shop floor
through AR
based smart
glasses

Usage of mobile
dashboards
communication
and tracking of
daily production
plans

Predictive
Maintenance
leading to huge
cost savings and
ROIs Remote
equipment
monitoring

Data
consolidation
through
automation to
facilitate
real-time asset
monitoring
for improved
service levels and
shorter cycle
times

Improved
workforce
decision making
on the assembly
shop floor
through AR
based smart
glasses

Usage of mobile
dashboards
communication
and tracking of
daily production
plans

Monitoring
critical and
perishable items
for preventing
pilferage and loss

Rule-based RPA
system to
improve QC and
cut down on
wastage

AR based
overlays to
compare the
actual assembly
part with the
image of the part
provided by
supplier for any
quality deviations

Usage of QC
inspection
checklist apps for
executing
production
quality assurance

Workers safety on
manufacturing
premises by
alarms and alerts

Immersive
training modules
for
simulation-based
exercises
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Start with why

Map out your business priorities, short to long term strategy with
the digital transformation goals your firm needs.

Move on to
assessment

Break down your “as-is” value chain across supply & procurement,
on-floor operations, inventory management, and logistics &
distribution, in terms of critical dimensions.

Time to benchmark

Compare the various dimensions with the benchmark data to
assess the digital transformation maturity index of your value chain.

Zero in on a “smart”
answer

Align challenges/opportunities to industry use cases, mapping
out the digital tools needed to generate value (for example, IoT,
advanced analytics, AI, Blockchain, etc.). While you’re at this step,
you need to shortlist the right set of vendors that bring to life the
various use cases your company needs.

“Scale up” with
mini-smart factories

Extend the scope of your successful smart factory experiments to
a broader scale and continuously monitor the outcomes with the
benchmarked data/metrics.

Build the “digital
culture”

Assess the company culture to identify transformation
stakeholders, understand the appetite for digitalization, and figure
out change management needs.
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Birlasoft combines the power of domain, enterprise and digital technologies to reimagine business processes for
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